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MFASUREMENl'S

Course Nane .
Ern 101-3

Course Number

PHn..croPHY/~ :

1. 'lb provide a sound understanding of the operating principles,
characteristics and limitations of electrical/electronic measuring devices.

2. Tb provide hands-on use of all commonly used electrical/electronic measuring
instruments.

3. Tb familiarize the student with the nanufacturers manuals.

MEI'HODOF ASSESSMENr (GRADIR; MEmJD):

1. Written tests will be held at the end of one or rrore blocks of work, usually
at least one week's notice will be given. Test questions nay cover work
from previous blocks

2. Short quizzes may be given without notice.

3. Laboratory log books are to be naintained and must be ready for assessment
one week after crnq;>letion of the laboratory session.

4. Each student will be subject to continuous evaluation in the laboratory,
with emphasis on skill in the use of tools, test equipwent, work habits,
effort, Particip3.tion and attitude.

5. Students are reminded that all laboratory sessions are canpllsory.

Course weighting:

Theory 60%
Practical 40%

In the C,lse of final marks less than 55% and
greater than 50%, consideration will be given to
a supplemental examination covering the whole
course. The naxiroum mark that can be obtained
on the supplemental is 55%

assigned grades are:

A - 80
B - 66
C - 55

100%
79%
65%

In the case of final marks less than 50%, there
will not be an opportunity to write a supple-
mental examination and an R grade will be
assigned.

TEXTBOOK (S) :
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TOPIC

INI'RODUl.'T ION

Historical developrent

Measurement and error: accuracy, precision,

significant figures and types of errors
Uni ts of rreasurerrent: fundamental and derived,
SI units.
Measurement standards: National Research

Council, National Bureau of Standards

BASIC DEFLEcrION INS'IRtMENTS

Controlling, deflecting and damping forces.
Permanent Magnet M:>vingCoil (Pr-M:) instruments
Moving iron instruments
Electrodynamic or dynaI1Dlreterinstruments
Sources of errors and limitations

VOL'lMEl'ERS, ~ AND OfM.1EI'ERS

Correct usage
Multiplers
Shunts
CUrrentand potentialtransformers
Series and shunt ohnmeters
VOM(Simpson 260)
IDading effect
Digital multimeters
Component testing

OSCILLOSCOPE

Block diagram
Deflection system
Internal and external triggering
Delayed triggering
Oscilloscope specificaticns
Storage oscilloscopes
Calibration, adjustInents and use of probes,
component testing
CUrve tracing

DIGITAL INSTRUMENl'S

Multimeters (Block diagram)

Frequency counters
Tachoneters
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2 4 SIGNAL GENERATORS

Audio
Function
Pulse
R.F.

2 4 IABORATORYPCWERSUPPLIES

Basic power supply
Filtering
Voltage regulation
Series-passregulations
Feedbackregulators
Switching regulators
Current limiting
OVervoltageprotection

2 4 RL ANDC MEASUREMENl'

Vol t-anmeter method
Wheatstone bridge
Kelvin bridge
Universalbridge
Sencore Z meter

1 4 PCMER MEASUREMENr

Wattmeters

3 phase and 1 phase power measurement

Tong-test armeters am voltimeters

Bridge rregger

W=e megger
Industrial analyzer
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m.cx::K1 - INIRODUCl'IOO TO MEASUREMENl'S

SPECIFIC Ol3J.ECl'IVES .

1. Student shall be familiar with the historical development of the science of
measurement and the development of general units and standards.

2. 'Ib becone familiar with the six basic units of measurements as outlined by
the International System of Units (SI):
a) length - meter (m)

b) time - seoond (s)

c) IPaSS - kilogram (kg)
d) temperature - kelvin (k)
e) Electric current - ampere (A)
f) Liminous intensity - candela (cd)

3. Recall that the above basic units of measurements are a modernized version
of the metric system and that all other SI units are derived fran these six
basic units.

4. Recall that" the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in the USA and the
National Research Council (NRC) in Canada are responsible for the
establishment and IPaintenance of the SI standards in the USA and Canada
respectively.

5. Recall the characteristics of good measurement.

6. Recall that in measurements, precision is a necessary prerequisite to
accuracy, but precision does not guarantee accuracy.

7. Becomefamiliar with the 3 IPain types of errors and how these errors may be
reduced.
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BL<XKS 2 & 3 .- BASIC DEFLECrION IN3TRUMENl'S.

The student shall beccma thoroughly familiar with the operation of the
instrunents in this block. He shall be able to use manufacturer's m:muals for
the various instruments and be able to determine their ar;:plication s , ranges,
accuracy, specifications, limitations, precautions and operating procedures and
any other pe~nent data. .

The student shall be able to:

1. Recall 5 requirenents of a good meter.

2. Recall that a IIDVing coil meter rrovement responds to OC current only.

3. Explain the operation of a basic moving coil meter IIDVementwith the aid of
a fully labeled diagram.

4. Recall that the. sensitivity of a meter rrovement is the arrount of current
(1m) required to produce full-scale deflection (fOO).

5. Recall that the internal resistance (Rm) of a meter lIDvement is the OC
resistance of the coil.

6. Recall that the ohms-per-volt rating is related to meter sensitivity.

7. Determine experitrentally the sensitivity (1m) of a meter movement.

8. Determine experitrentally the internal resistance (Rm) of a meter rrovement.

9. Determine the axrount of error in reading any instrument when the accuracy is
known .

10. Design a voltmeter using a meter rrovement and multiplier resistors.

11. 'lb determine the percent error between the calculated (true) and measured
(apparent) readings.

12. Recall the precautions that must be observed in using voltmeters.

13 . 'lb determine the ohms-per-vol t rating of a voltmeter.

14. Explain how the loading effect of a voltmeter causes errors in meter
readings.

15. Recall the precautions to be observed when measuring current with an
amrreter.

16. Calculate the percent error between measured and calculated current
readings.

17. Design an curmeter using a basic meter lIDvement and a shunt resistor.

18. Design a nul ti -range arnreter using an Ayrton shunt.

..
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BL<X:KS 2 & 3 .- <XNrINUED

19. Verify experinentally the value of the shunt r~ed to convert a meter
rrovenent in~o a millianeter of a specified range.

To dete~e the ~on effects of an armeter in an actual circuit.
Recall the precautons that nust be observed when using an ohrTureter.

Design a series ~ ohnrneter from a basic meter m::>vement.
To calibrate an ohms scale for the series-type cimmeter.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24. To design a shunt ohnrneter circuit.

25. To design a multiranqe ohrmIeter.

26. Using the schematic diagram of a Simpson 260 VOMto draw out the circuit
applicable to the DC voltage ranges, DC current ranges, AC voltage

..
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BLOCK 4 - a3Crua;copE

The student shall be able to:

1. Explain with the aid of a block diagram, the operation of an oscilloscop:!.

2. Set up and calibrate an oscilloscop:! and probe.

3. ~asure frequency, phase angle, time delay, voltage, dc comp::>nentsof
pulsating wavefonns.

4. Dynamically test diodes, zener diodes, curve tracing.

5. ~asure rise time, fall time, time delay, storage time, pulse width, tilt
and overshoot of pllses.

6. Use an oscilloscope for frequency-domain display.

7. Use an oscilloscope with intensity rrodulation.

8. Correctly use an oscilloscop:! with crnmon ground and floating ground.

9. Display envelopes using external triggering.

..



BLOCK 5 - DIGITAL IN3TRUMENl'S

'.rhe student shall be able to:

1. Explain with the aid of a block diagram the basic operation of digita1
roultirreter and discuss its advantages as canpared to a VCM,eg: Simpson
t-bdel 260.

2. Correctly use a digital multirreter to measure resistance, voltage, and
current.

3. Correctly use a frequency counter to measure frequency.

4. Correctly use contacting and non-contacting tachareters.

- --



BLCCK6 - SIGNAL GENmATORS .'

The student shall be able to:

1. Explain with the aid of a schematic diagram the operation of a sine wave
generator.

2. Correctly use a sine-wave generator.

3. Explain with the aid of a diagram the operation of pllse and square wave
generators.

4. correctly use pulse and square wave generators.

5. Explain with the aid of a block diagram the operation of a functioo
generator.

6. Correctly use function generators.

7. Explain with the aid of a schematic the operatim of an RF signal
generator.

8. Correctly use an RR signal generator.

-- -- - - - -



BLCCK7 - LABATORYPa'lER SUPPLIES ..

'!he student shall be able to:

1. Explain with the aid of achematic the operation of a simple full-wave p:Mer
suppl y including capacitor and pi filters.

2. To detennine the source impedance and the voltage regulation of a fX)wer
supply.

3. Explain with the aid of schematics the following types of vol tage
regulators:

1. Zener diode
2. Series pass
3. Feedback
4. A switching regulator

4. Correctly connect a voltage supply to provide

1. a fX)siti ve fX)tential with respect to ccmron
2. a negative fX)tential with resp=ct to cc:mnon
3. a dual polarity output

5. Recall the need for and the methods of providing overvol tage and output
cu:
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BLOCK 8 - MEASUREMENl'OF RESISTAOCE -
us~ng me met:.nOClSCU1QU:::!~t:.t::yUJ.I;AICU\...&...L~\...CUJJC.Lvn.

a. Volt-armeter method
b. Wheatstone bridge
c. Kelvin bridge
d. Marconi Universal Bridge TF 2700
e. General Radio Impedance Bridge 1650
f. AVOUniversal f.Easuring Bridge
g. Sencore Z Meter

The student shall be able to:

1. Describe the procedure for measuring resistance using the above instrumens
and methods.

2. Solve problems using th circuits listed in (a) and (g).

4. To beccma familiar with the prop:r handling ani awlication of the aoove
instruments.
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BLOCK 9 - Pa'lER MEASUREMENl'
I".

., , , .

'!he student shall be :able ;to:
,,' .,

1. Recall and explain the operation of a wattIreter, and be able to correct Iy
connect and .Ireasure de and single-phase ae power. .

2. Correctl y . connect wattIreters, with or without current transfonners, to
measure three-phase power using the two-wat~ter method.

3. Correctly use tong-~t armeters and voltIreters.

4. Explain with the aid of a sketch the principle of a Wee Megger.

5. Measure evaluation resistance and continuity using a Wee-Megger.

6. Measure resistance and insulation resistance using a bridge megger.

7. Measure p:JWeI', voltage, current and phase sequence using an industrial
analyzer.

8. Explain the operation of an RF power meter and its use.

if.
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